PEGGY GUGGENHEIM INTERNSHIP FOR STUDENTS
ENROLLED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

What is the Palladio Trust?
In 1989 the University of Melbourne received from the Palladio Foundation a donation of $20,000 to establish the Palladio Trust. The capital of the Palladio Trust fund is for the purpose of “improving education or training or skill in those areas of interest or activity undertaken from time to time by the University of Melbourne by means of programs of study or training in Italy for Australians or by means of such programs in Australia drawing on visiting teachers from Italy (University Trust Record UTR 7.165). The Palladio Trust provides a contribution to support a student to participate in a Peggy Guggenheim Internship.

What is the Peggy Guggenheim Internship?
Peggy Guggenheim’s career belongs to the history of 20th century art. She believed it was her duty to protect the art of her own time and dedicated half of her life to this mission as well as to the creation of the museum that carries her name. The Internship provides students with financial assistance to travel to Venice, Italy, to work with the Peggy Guggenheim Collection at the Solomon R Guggenheim Foundation for two months in June/July 2017.

What amount is awarded?
Limited support depending on the annual income of the Trust.

What criteria do I need to meet to be eligible?
In order to be considered for a scholarship you must —

- hold candidature for an undergraduate or postgraduate qualification in art, art history, or a related area at the University of Melbourne and have maintained satisfactory progress since commencement;
- be enrolled full or part-time; and
- be fluent in English and spoken Italian.

Please note: Successful recipients are required to forward a detailed report on their internship to the Palladio Trust Committee via the Secretary.

Selection
Selection will be based on criteria outlined in the 2016 Peggy Guggenheim Internship Guidelines.

How do I apply?
The Peggy Guggenheim Internship is awarded by the Palladio Trust Committee. Applications are to be submitted in both hard copy and electronic format to:

Dr Elizabeth Nelson
Governance Support Officer
Level 7, Raymond Priestley Building
THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE
Victoria 3010
Email: lnelson@unimelb.edu.au

CLOSING DATE
Monday, 10 October 2016
5.00 pm